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Until 19th-century reorganization Over Norton was a township within Chipping Norton parish, 

its limestone-built village lying ¾ mile north of the town on the edge of the Cotswolds. It 

became an independent civil (but not ecclesiastical) parish in 1866.1 Priory Farm, in the far 

south-east, marks the site of the small Augustinian priory of Cold Norton (dissolved in 1507), 

while nearby Chapel House, at an important road junction, replaced an associated hospital 

and chapel, succeeded in the 18th century by a celebrated coaching inn commended by 

Samuel Johnson. Nearer the village Over Norton House, seat of the Dawkins family from 

1726, was rebuilt in Gothic Revival style in the 1870s, surrounded by its early 19th-century 

park. As lords of Over Norton manor (created in the 17th century) the Dawkinses owned 

most of the parish, while the priory’s smaller Cold Norton manor was owned from the 16th to 

the 19th centuries by Brasenose College, Oxford.2 

 The township had its own open fields (enclosed with Salford’s and Chipping Norton’s 

in 1770), and was independent for most civil purposes by the 17th century, electing its own 

officers and administering its own poor relief. Ecclesiastically, however, it remains dependent 

on Chipping Norton, a parochial chapel in the village schoolroom (established by the 1860s) 

 
1 Below, landscape etc. (boundaries); relig. hist. This account was written in 2020–1 and revised in 
2022. 
2 Below, landownership; social hist.; relig. hist. 

Over Norton village, looking east from the footpath through Over Norton park. 
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having closed in 2020. The population has rarely exceeded 500, although a few dispersed 

farmhouses and cottages were built after enclosure, and there was some village expansion 

after the Second World War.3 

 

 

LANDSCAPE, SETTLEMENT, AND BUILDINGS 

 

Township and Parish Boundaries 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Over Norton remained a hamlet and township of Chipping Norton until made a separate civil 

parish under the Poor Law Amendment Act in 1866.4 In 1881 it covered 2,345 a., excluding 

a detached portion at Hide Wood (73 a.) which was transferred to Heythrop parish in 1884. 

Changes in 1932 brought in 76 a. from Chipping Norton, while transfers to and from 

 
3 Below (popn; settlement); econ. hist.; relig. hist.; local govt. 
4 Youngs, Admin. Units, I, 402; Poor Law Amendment Act 1866, 29 & 30 Vic. c. 113. 

Over Norton township before its separation from Chipping Norton in 
1866. Source: K. Tiller and G. Darkes (eds), An Historical Atlas of 
Oxfordshire (ORS 67, 2010). 
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Heythrop in 1985 added 72 a., creating a parish of 2,493 a. (1,009 ha.). That remained 

unaltered in 2021.5 

 The township’s western, northern, and eastern boundaries derived presumably from 

those of the 11th-century Chipping Norton estate, and are discussed above. For the most 

part they followed streams and field boundaries, though on the west and east there were 

significant adjustments at enclosure in 1770, producing complex irregularities particularly 

near Heythrop, which were rationalized in the 1884 and 1932 changes.6 The southern 

boundary with Chipping Norton probably mostly followed the limits of Over Norton’s medieval 

fields and meadows, running at one point close to Chipping Norton castle along the Cleeves 

or Common brook. In the south-east the picture was complicated by the presence of formerly 

shared common pastures (already partly divided before enclosure), and perhaps also by the 

creation in the 12th century of a separate manor for Cold Norton priory, which incorporated 

the later Priory Farm and Chapel House. Creation of a separate Over Norton manor in the 

17th century possibly also led to some adjustments.7 

 

Landscape 

 

Over Norton village (at 200–220 m.) occupies shelving high ground between two roughly 

parallel stream valleys. To the north and west the Evenlode tributary which marks part of the 

parish boundary falls gently from 170 m. at Halt Farm (by the Great Rollright road) to 132 m. 

near Salford. From there the ground rises steeply to reach 227 m. above Over Norton 

village, before plunging equally steeply to 165 m. near Chipping Norton castle on Cleeves 

brook, whose name denotes a steep slope or ‘cliff’. East of Over Norton park a plateau of 

more level ground (at 225–230 m.) is crossed by the Oxford and Banbury roads.8 A stone 

cross ‘on the hill’ may have overlooked the Evenlode valley in the 17th and 18th centuries,9 

while in 2013 a viewpoint looking north-westwards was installed on Choicehill Road.10 

 On the higher ground the underlying geology is mostly Chipping Norton Limestone, 

with smaller patches of White Limestone and Clypeus Grit. Older mudstones including 

Whitby Mudstone and Dyrham Formation are exposed along the valley sides, while a band 

of alluvium runs along the Evenlode tributary.11 Other streams and springs include one 

flowing into the river Swere past Priory mill, and one into the river Glyme past Priory Farm; 

 
5 OS Area Bk (1881); Census, 1891–2011; West Oxon. (Parishes) Order 1985; 
http://my.westoxon.gov.uk/ (accessed Aug. 2020). 
6 OS Map 6”, Oxon. XIV (1885 edn); above, Chipping Norton (boundaries). 
7 Below, landownership; econ. hist. (agric. landscape). 
8 OS Map 1:25000, sheet 191 (2015 edn); for the name Cleeves, PN Oxon. II, 368, 435. 
9 Bodl. MSS dd Dawkins C7/IA16/2; C16/IB16/6.  
10 Chipping Norton News, no. 357 (May 2013), 11. 
11 Geol. Surv. Map 1:50000 (solid and drift), sheet 218 (2007 edn). 
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even so in the 19th century the village water supply (mostly from wells and pumps) was 

unreliable and sometimes inadequate.12 A tank, pump, and pipes installed in Over Norton 

park at the lord’s expense were bestowed in 1898 on the parish council (which assumed 

responsibility for repairs),13 and a new scheme was discussed in 1925, although supply 

problems continued until the end of the century.14 Council-house building prompted provision 

of mains water by 1958,15 and a covered reservoir adjoining the A3400 was added in 1965 

as part of a district-wide improvement scheme.16 

 The parish’s gently rolling farmland, dissected by steep-sided stream valleys and 

studded with small woodland plantations, provided an ideal countryside for fox hunting (with 

the Heythrop Hounds), as well as for Cotswold sheep, corn, and cattle farming.17 In the east 

of the parish the c.300-a. Chapel or Over Norton heath provided an area of common grazing 

on which a rabbit warren was constructed in the 1530s,18 and which was replaced at 

enclosure in 1770 by a patchwork of hedged fields which largely survives. Over Norton park 

was laid out in the early 19th century between the village and the Oxford–Stratford road, 

taking in a corner of the former warren and surrounded by a dry stone wall built reportedly by 

Napoleonic prisoners of war,19 while in the south-east the 18th-century ‘grand avenue’ from 

Heythrop House to the Banbury road passed through the parish's detached part near Hide 

Wood.20 Elsewhere, numerous small quarry pits were dug on the limestone.21 

 

Communications 

 

Over Norton village lies along what in the 1760s was a relatively minor route from Chipping 

Norton to Great Rollright, with branches to neighbouring settlements.22 A more significant 

route through the township (turnpiked in 1730) ran north-westwards from Oxford to Stratford-

upon-Avon (Warws.),23 entering the township from the south at Chapel House, where a 

celebrated roadside coaching inn was established on the site of Cold Norton priory’s 

 
12 For shared pumps, e.g. Bodl. MSS dd Dawkins C16/IB16/1–3, and for a 19th-cent. drinking 
fountain, below (built character). 
13 Arthur, Over Norton, 41–2. Installation occurred in 1886: Oxf. Jnl, 3 Apr. 1886; cf. Oxon. Weekly 
News, 24 Sept. 1884 (vestry mtg re water supply). 
14 Oxon. Weekly News, 28 Oct. 1925; Arthur, Over Norton, 43, 163, 215, 224; cf. OHC, O41/1/C7/4 
(plan of supplies c.1939). 
15 OHC, RDC9/2/A3/17 (1 July 1952); RDC9/2/A3/18 (5 Mar. 1957); RDC9/3/F6/2 (24 July 1958). 
16 Ibid. RDC9/2/A1/34 (14 Feb. 1961); RDC9/2/A1/37 (1 June 1965); OS Map 1:25000, sheet 191 
(2015 edn). 
17 e.g. Banbury Guardian, 17 Sept. 1925 (sale notice); below, econ. hist.; social hist. 
18 For resulting disputes, below, social hist. (1500–1800). 
19 Arthur, Over Norton, 36–7; below, landownership (Over Norton Ho.). 
20 VCH Oxon. XI, 135; OS Map 6”, Oxon. XIV (1885 edn). 
21 Below, econ. hist. (trades). 
22 Jefferys, Oxon. Map (1767). 
23 Ibid.; Davis, Oxon. Map (1797); Oxon. Atlas, pp. 102–3. 
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medieval hospital and wayside chapel in the mid 18th century.24 The road bypassed the 

village itself, however, passing to its north before descending steeply to Choicehill Farm. A 

toll gate stood near there in the 1870s, although no full-time toll collector was employed.25 By 

then the road was no longer heavily used, an alternative turnpike route (the present A3400) 

having been authorized by Parliament in 1825, which took a more northerly course through 

the township.26 Both branches were disturnpiked in 1878.27 

 

 

 

 

 

 The Oxford–Stratford road was crossed at Chapel House by the Banbury–Burford 

road, which was turnpiked (and slightly realigned) in 1770 and disturnpiked in 1877, the 

crossroads being replaced by a roundabout before 1975.28 A turnpike toll gate and keeper’s 

cottage were built just east of the crossroads c.1774, near the road’s junction with one from 

 
24 Below (settlement; built character); social hist. (1500–1800); relig. hist. 
25 OHC, QSB/54. 
26 OS Map 1”, sheet XLV (1833 edn); below, Great and Little Rollright, landscape etc. (communics). 
27 Disturnpiking Acts, 40 & 41 Vic. c. 64; 41 & 42 Vic. c. 62. 
28 VCH Oxon. XI, 131; XIX, 5; OS Map 1:2500, SP 3228 (1975 edn); cf. London Gaz. 23 Nov. 1971, 
pp. 12768–9 (road improvements). 

Over Norton village in 1767, its roads and neighbouring settlements: 
detail from Thomas Jefferys’ map of Oxfordshire. 
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Hook Norton.29 Further reordering of the road network took place at enclosure (also in 1770), 

suppressed roads including a north–south route passing Priory mill, and another (possibly 

called ‘wool way’) from Great Rollright to Chipping Norton, which ran east of the village 

through the later Over Norton park. The main road from Chipping Norton was realigned and 

straightened, while a pronounced dogleg through the village was re-routed at the creation of 

Over Norton park in the early 19th century.30 

 Those changes apart, most of the roads are probably of medieval or earlier origin. In 

1399 Cold Norton priory was said to lie in a ‘barren place’ between ‘two king’s ways both 

leading to London’ (the later Oxford and Banbury turnpikes), which regularly carried a 

‘burdensome … concourse of people’.31 A bequest to repair the ‘highways’ between Over 

Norton and Chipping Norton was left in 1538.32 A path (semita) to Rollright ran through the 

medieval open fields, while a route to Salford (possibly the ‘mill way’ mentioned in the 

1600s) partly followed the township’s boundary with Chipping Norton, passing through the 

village green and continuing eastwards to Chapel House.33 A possible Roman road (of which 

no trace survives) has also been suggested, crossing Over Norton park on a north-easterly 

course and running to Warmington (Warws.).34 

By the 1780s the Chapel House inn was a busy stopping point for connections, 

refreshments, and changing horses, continuing into the 19th century.35 Few village carriers 

are recorded, however, exceptions including John Endall in the 1780s–1800s and William 

Cox in 1816, and inhabitants presumably used those based in Chipping Norton.36 Carriers to 

Banbury operated four days a week by the 1880s.37 By the 1930s the City of Oxford Motor 

Services Ltd ran buses between Chipping and Over Norton on Wednesdays (market day) 

and Saturdays, while services to Banbury and Stratford-upon-Avon continued in 2021, the 

Banbury service formerly operated by the Midland Red Bus Company.38 A stone bus shelter 

 
29 Oxf. Jnl Syn. 7 Nov. 1774; TNA, HO 107/879; HO 107/1732; ibid. RG 9/911; RG 10/1457; Bryant, 
Oxon. Map (1824). 
30 OHC, enclo. award; Jefferys, Oxon. Map (1767); Davis, Oxon. Map (1797); OS Map 1”, sheet XLV 
(1833 edn); below (settlement). ‘Wool way’ may be a corruption of the earlier ‘wood way’: BNC, B568; 
ibid. B14.1/24b; Cat. Ancient Deeds, II, C.2903. 
31 Cal. Papal Regs 1396–1404, 198–9; cf. BNC, Over Norton 9 (13th-cent. ‘royal road’ from Oxford to 
Worcester). 
32 OHC, MS Wills Oxon. 178.131. 
33 BNC, Over Norton 8; Bodl. MS dd Dawkins C2/IA4/1; below (settlement). 
34 V. Wickham Steed, ‘Roman Roads of the Banbury District’, Cake & Cockhorse 2.7 (1964), 119. 
35 e.g. N. Scarfe, Innocent Espionage: The La Rochefoucauld Brothers’ Tour of England in 1785 
(1995), 127–8; below, social hist. (since 1800). 
36 Bodl. MSS dd Dawkins C20/IB17/2–5; Oxf. Jnl, 27 Dec. 1806, 3 Feb. 1816; above, Chipping 
Norton, communics. 
37 Kelly’s Dir. Oxon. (1883); B. Trinder, ‘Banbury: Metropolis of Carriers’ Carts’, Cake & Cockhorse 
18.7 (2011), 242. 
38 Oxford and District Motor Bus Timetables (1931 and 1939 edns); Chipping Norton Rural District 
Official Guide (1972 edn): copies in OHC; bus timetables (Sept. 2020). 
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was built in 1957.39 The nearest railway station was that at Chipping Norton (opened in 

1855), and in 1887 the Banbury and Cheltenham Direct Railway was built as a branch line,40 

the section through Over Norton parish following the valley of the Evenlode tributary, with 

bridges carrying it over one branch of the Oxford–Stratford turnpike and under the other.41 A 

halt on the northern boundary (near Great Rollright) was opened in 1906,42 but the line was 

dismantled following withdrawal of passenger services in 1951 and of freight services in 

1962.43 

 Post was delivered by the 1840s through Chipping Norton, and wall letter boxes 

existed in the village by 1877, and at Chapel House by 1922.44 A sub-post office (at The 

Green) opened by 1911, and had a public telephone in 1931, although Chipping Norton 

remained the nearest money order and telegraph office.45 The Over Norton post office 

moved to another building at The Green in 1986, and closed in 1997.46 

 

Population 

 

Domesday Book subsumed Over Norton under its description of Chipping Norton manor, 

some of whose tenants may have lived in Over Norton township.47 Twelve Over Norton 

landholders were taxed in 1306, but only ten people paid poll tax at Cold Norton in 1377,48 

mid 14th-century plagues having presumably reduced the population. Cold Norton priory 

complained of a lack of agricultural workers in 1399,49 and 16th-century taxation lists 

suggest that numbers remained small: only 10–12 inhabitants at Over Norton and one at 

Cold Norton were taxed in 1524–5, and nine and one respectively in 1547.50 In 1642 the 

obligatory protestation oath was sworn by 68 men aged over 18, implying an adult 

population of c.140, and 52 households were assessed for hearth tax in 1662.51 The 

township was reckoned to have 70–80 houses in 1768.52 

 
39 Arthur, Over Norton, 14. 
40 E.T. MacDermot and C.R. Clinker, Hist. Gt Western Railway (1982 repr.), II, 192; above, Chipping 
Norton, communics. 
41 OS Maps 1:2500, Oxon. XIV.3 and XIV.6 (1900 edn). 
42 Below, Gt Rollright, landscape etc. (communics). 
43 C. Maggs, Branch Lines of Oxfordshire (1995), 76. 
44 PO Dir. Oxon. (1847 and 1877 edns); OS Maps 1:2500, Oxon. XIV.7 (1881 edn) and XIV.11 (1922 
edn). 
45 Kelly’s Dir. Oxon. (1911–39 edns); OS Map 1:2500, Oxon. XIV.7 (1922 edn). 
46 Information from Jan Cliffe (Mar. 2021); for the bldg, J. Cliffe, An Architectural Record of the 
Buildings in the Parish of Over Norton, Oxfordshire (1999), 12: copy in OHC, PA/OVER/720/CLI; 
Country Life, 1 Oct. 1987. 
47 Above, Chipping Norton, boundaries and popn. 
48 TNA, E 179/161/10; Poll Taxes 1377–81, ed. Fenwick, II, 291. 
49 Cal. Papal Regs 1396–1404, 198–9. 
50 TNA, E 179/161/198; E 179/162/259; Sheail ed. Hoyle, 1524/5 Subs. II, 260. 
51 Prot. Retns, 95; TNA, E 179/255/3, m. 41. 
52 OHC, MS Oxf. Dioc. d 558, f. 148. 
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 By 1801 there were 76 occupied houses and a population of 388, which after a slight 

fall rose to 402 (in 88 houses) by 1841, and to a 19th-century peak of 451 (105 houses) in 

1871. Thereafter numbers generally fell, to 350 (73 houses) by 1901 and to 296 (86 houses) 

in 1931. Post-war expansion increased population to 497 (in 139 houses) by 1951 and to a 

new peak of 525 (165 houses) in 1971. Following further falls, in 2011 there were 498 

people occupying 206 houses.53 

 

Settlement 

 

A Bronze-Age round barrow on the edge of Over Norton park occupies a prominent position, 

commanding views of the surrounding landscape.54 The remains of three further possible 

barrows lie close by.55 Prehistoric enclosures, pits, and flint scatters suggest activity from the 

Neolithic to Roman periods, although whether the parish was permanently occupied is 

uncertain.56 

 ‘Hide’ place-names on the parish’s eastern edge (bordering Heythrop) may indicate a 

lost pre-Conquest farmstead, its site absorbed into Cold Norton priory’s 12th-century 

manor.57 The priory itself (founded between 1148 and 1158) occupied the site of the present-

day Priory Farm, with an associated hospital to the west at Chapel House and an isolated 

mill in the north-east.58 Some estate workers may have lived around the priory until its 

dissolution in 1507,59 but from the Middle Ages most inhabitants lived further west in Over 

Norton village, ¾ mile north of Chipping Norton. The affixes Over (meaning higher) and Cold 

(meaning bleak) are recorded from the 13th century, and were the commonest names used 

to distinguish the rural parts of the parish from the growing town.60 

The medieval village was probably (as later) small and compact, with a regular 

streetside plan. Towards its southern end a tiny green (now partly encroached upon) served 

as the junction between north–south and west–east routes. The village street itself (Main 

Street) seems to mark an eastwards diversion from the original line of the Chipping Norton to 

 
53 Census, 1801–2011. Another 28 houses in 2011 were not permanently occupied. 
54 HER, PRN 1279; VCH Oxon. II, 346; A. Mudd, ‘Round Barrows of the Oxon. Cotswolds’, SMA 14 
(1984), 54; cf. BNC, Over Norton 4, 8 (‘cloven barrow’ within the medieval open fields). 
55 HER, PRN 1274; 13771; Mudd, ‘Round Barrows’, 58. 
56 HER, PRN 1275; 9414; 15586; 16197; 16257; 16431; 28002; 28004; 28011; 28123. 
57 R. Faith, ‘Hides and Hyde Farms in Central and Southern England’, MSRG Annual Report 13 
(1998), 35; below, landownership. 
58 Below (built character); landownership; relig. hist. For reported burials at Priory Fm, Gent. Mag. n.s. 
24 (1845), 589–90, citing Ralph Churton, The Lives of William Smyth Bishop of Lincoln … Founders 
of Brasen Nose College (1800), 308. 
59 Below (this section). 
60 PN Oxon. II, 369 (mentioning also Parva Norton and Spitulnorton); for Upper Norton, e.g. OHC, MS 
Wills Oxon. 157/3/19. 
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Great Rollright road,61 perhaps reflecting medieval planning; a resulting dogleg was moved 

southwards when Over Norton park was created in the early 19th century, the changes 

leaving Over Norton manor house (which had previously adjoined the village’s northern 

edge) standing isolated in its own grounds.62 Minor adjustments to the village plan from the 

16th to 18th centuries are suggested by the building and demolition of individual dwellings,63 

and more significant demolition followed the creation of Over Norton park.64 Thereafter the 

village layout apparently changed little before the Second World War, and accommodated 

around three quarters of the parish’s households in 1871.65 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the 1940s–50s council-house building along Choicehill Road extended the village 

on its south-western edge, while in Over Norton park a similar number of ‘converted 

hutments’ (war-time buildings temporarily used for housing) were decommissioned and 

 
61 OS Map 1:2500, Oxon. XIV.7 (1881 edn). For 17th–18th-cent. refs to the ‘common green’, Bodl. MS 
dd Dawkins C4/IA10/6; OHC, MSS Wills Oxon. 35/4/3; 131/1/24. 
62 J.M.A. Cliffe, The Husbandmen of Over Norton (2011), 102–3; Arthur, Over Norton, 127 and plates 
(1770 map in private possession); below, landownership (Over Norton Ho.). 
63 OHC, MSS Wills Oxon. 131/4/34; 122/1/7; 75/2/21; below (built character). 
64 Arthur, Over Norton, 127; cf. Oxf. Univ. & City Herald, 28 Dec. 1816 (sale of bldg materials). 
65 OS Map 1:2500, Oxon. XIV.7 (1922 edn); Census, 1871 (78 of 105 households). 

Main Street in Over Norton, showing the former post office (right) 
opposite the bus shelter and green. 
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removed.66 The arrival (by 1948) of mains electricity, and later of piped water, coincided with 

village expansion.67 Private development, evident on a small scale by the 1930s, gathered 

pace from the 1960s,68 with new houses on the village’s north-eastern edge (Radbone Hill) 

combining with further expansion along Choicehill Road and infilling on Main Street to 

increase the overall number of dwellings by almost two thirds between 1961 and 2001.69 

Outlying medieval settlement was probably limited to Cold Norton priory, hospital, 

and mill. Two labourers ‘of Cold Norton’ were mentioned in the 1470s, and 20 farm workers 

were said to have been evicted following the priory’s dissolution in 1507;70 whether they all 

lived at the priory site itself is unclear, although resident workers were employed on Priory 

farm in the 1530s,71 and Thomas Bull of Cold Norton was mentioned in 1557.72 A warrener’s 

lodge on Over Norton heath was reportedly twice rebuilt in the 16th century before its final 

demolition in the 17th.73 No other isolated dwellings are known before enclosure in 1770, 

and though Choicehill Farm has been claimed to include early 18th-century fabric, in 1786 it 

was explicitly said to be newly built by its owner Samuel Huckvale, whose chief house was in 

the village.74 New (later Hull) Farm was so called in 1770, suggesting that it, too, was built 

around the time of enclosure.75 Nineteenth-century additions included Caroline Colyear 

Cottages west of Hull Farm, Slad Lodge on the edge of Over Norton park, and Banbury 

Lodge at the end of Heythrop’s ‘grand avenue’.76 In the 20th century significant development 

occurred at the Chapel House crossroads (including a petrol filling station and motor 

garage), and at the junction of the Hook Norton and Banbury roads, while new isolated 

dwellings included Sandfields and Cleeves Farms.77 

 

The Built Character 

 

 
66 OHC, RDC9/3/F6/2 (listing 26 council hos and 24 hutments, of which 4 were still occupied in 1955). 
For the hutments’ conversion in 1948: ibid. RDC9/2/A3/13. Six more council hos were added by 1958 
and 23 more by 1969, bringing the total to 55: ibid. RDC9/2/A3/18; RDC9/2/A3/25. 
67 Ibid. RDC9/3/F6/2; Arthur, Over Norton, 220, 227–8, 250; above (landscape). 
68 OHC, RDC9/3/F6/2; RDC9/3/F7/2. 
69 Census, 1961–2001; Arthur, Over Norton, 120–1 (village map). 
70 BNC, Cold Norton 35; I.S. Leadam (ed.), Domesday of Inclosures 1517–18 (1897), I, 384. 
71 Oxf. Ch. Ct Deposns 1542–50, p. 20; above (popn). 
72 OHC, MS Wills Oxon. 181.89. 
73 Ibid. 300/1/47; TNA, STAC 8/279/10; cf. Oxf. Ch. Ct Deposns 1634–9, p. 55 (Elias Redman, 
warrener in 1637). 
74 NHLE, no. 1200551; OHC, MS Wills Oxon. 136/1/35; below (built character). 
75 Arthur, Over Norton, 124 and plates (1770 map in private possession). 
76 J. Cliffe, An Architectural Record of the Buildings in the Parish of Over Norton, Oxfordshire (1999), 
3, 38, 45; OS Maps 1:2500, Oxon. XIV.7 and XIV.8 (1900 edn). Banbury Lodge was in the detached 
part of Chipping Norton parish transferred to Over Norton in 1932. 
77 Cliffe, Architectural Record, 25, 36, 40, 47; below (built character); econ. hist. 
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Over Norton’s earliest houses date chiefly from the 17th and 18th centuries, and are built 

from locally quarried limestone. Some were originally thatched,78 though limestone slate 

predominated until the railway (opened in 1887) provided access to Welsh slates, and later 

to concrete roof tiles. Brick (generally confined to chimney stacks on older buildings) was 

widely used from the mid 20th century, along with rendered and pebble-dashed concrete 

blocks. Windows are typically casements under wooden lintels or stone arches (both flat and 

segmental), or stone-mullioned with labels, although sash windows in stone surrounds 

feature in some larger houses. More than four fifths of dwellings in 1662 were assessed on 

only one or two hearths,79 and several small cottages remain, their proximity to grander 

neighbours lending the village’s older parts an eclecticism which the more uniform 20th-

century housing lacks. 

Little is known about Cold Norton priory’s medieval buildings, though stone and tile 

found at Priory Farm included a fragment of possibly 14th-century window tracery in 

Decorated style,80 and the surviving 16th- to 17th-century farmhouse (described below) may 

incorporate late medieval features.81 The priory’s seal showed a church with central tower 

and transepts, the latter with slender turrets at each end, though the depiction may be 

fanciful.82 The site of the priory’s wayside hospital and chapel (at Chapel House) was 

occupied from the late 18th century by the Shakespeare’s Head coaching inn, which 

replaced ‘a poor cottage on wild heath’ with a ‘building perhaps not equalled by any single 

road inn in this kingdom’.83 A surviving group of four attached buildings at right angles to 

each other (all since converted to housing) runs back from the road, enclosing two sides of a 

courtyard, while at the far end stands the two-storeyed main house, of coursed limestone 

rubble with ashlar dressings and a Stonesfield slate roof. Decoration includes rusticated 

quoins, sash windows with projecting keystones, and an ashlar band between the ground 

and first floors, which continues along all the adjoining dwellings.84 Probably the inn was 

extended at the height of its popularity and later reduced in size, a drawing of the 1840s 

suggesting that it was once three-storeyed and included an additional wing,85 while a clock 

tower was mentioned in 1795.86 Across the road the separate Chapel House Farm occupies 

the south-western corner of an enclosed courtyard formed by agricultural buildings, now 

 
78 e.g. Fountain Cottage: Cliffe, Architectural Record, 17; OHC, POX0195278. 
79 TNA, E 179/255/3, m. 41; below, social hist. (1500–1800). 
80 W. Wing, ‘Cold Norton Priory’, Trans. of the Archaeol. Soc. of North Oxfordshire (1853–5), 76. 
81 Below, landownership (Priory Fm). 
82 VCH Oxon. II, 97; Oseney Cart. V, p. 432, calendaring Bodl. MS Ch. Oxon. Oseney 245b*; Jeffery, 
Rollright, 67, citing BNC, Rollright 61. Cf. Parker, Eccl. Topog. (1850), no. 70 (‘ecclesia destructa’). 
83 Oxf. Jnl. Syn. 31 May 1790; below, social hist. (1500–1800).  
84 NHLE, no. 1200564; Cliffe, Architectural Record, 41–2; OHC, POX0195325; POX0195330; 
POX0195375; POX0412003. For unconfirmed report of 14th-cent. fabric, The Times, 31 Mar. 1958. 
85 OHC, POX0068345; N. Scarfe, Innocent Espionage: The La Rochefoucauld Brothers’ Tour of 
England in 1785 (1995), 127–8. 
86 BNC, Chapel House 18. 
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partly converted into terraced housing. The 18th-century farmhouse, formerly three-storeyed 

and used briefly as a hotel, has a symmetrical three-bayed ashlar front with a central 

doorway and fanlight beneath an elaborately moulded lintel, flanked by windows in projecting 

surrounds and full-height side pilasters.87 

 In the village most older houses cluster around Main Street and The Green. A few 

(such as Glovers House and 34 Main Street) stand gable-end to the road, but more typical 

are the Old Post Office, 7 Main Street, and Three Chimneys, which front directly onto the 

roadside.88 Several remain small and unpretentious, including the single-bayed Rose 

Cottage with its rear outshut and side entrance beneath a gable-end chimney stack.89 

Among larger houses Witts Farm stands particularly tall over a semi-basement, its central 

doorway approached by a flight of steps. Two-storeyed with attics, its symmetrical front was 

formerly five-bayed, but the windows flanking the central bay were bricked up c.1800, 

possibly to avoid window tax. A rear wing was added around the same time, creating a 

double pile building with a roof valley between the ranges.90 Gardens separate Witts Farm 

from the neighbouring Home Farm, where adjoining buildings enclose a courtyard. The main 

range, which fronts Main Street, lacks the height of Witts Farm and is lit by casements rather 

than sash windows, but is otherwise broadly similar.91 Cleevestones (formerly West or Hill 

View Farm) at the village’s southern end is less regular, its several ranges creating a T-plan. 

A projecting stair tower incorporates an inserted upper-floor doorway, suggesting use as a 

granary or hayloft.92 

 The most conspicuous 19th-century addition to the village was the so-called 

Fountain, a three-sided memorial to Henry and Emma Dawkins installed c.1864 over a water 

pump on the green. A central column of polished pink granite with a volute capital rises to a 

vault ornamented with shields commemorating the Dawkinses, while three limestone 

columns with flower capitals support elaborate brackets topped with ball finials, and an ogee 

stone roof surmounted by a central cross.93 Few new houses were built during the 19th 

century, reflecting limited population growth and the lord’s control of the housing stock,94 

although exceptions include a cottage terrace called Blue Row, set back from Main Street 

 
87 Cliffe, Architectural Record, 42–3; OHC, POX0037353; POX0195350; POX0195370; POX0195376; 
POX0570461–2; WODC online planning docs, 19/02470/FUL. 
88 NHLE, nos. 1300696; 1200572; 1052788; 1200574; 1052786; Cliffe, Architectural Record, 8–9, 11, 
18, 23; OHC, POX0412007; POX0412009; POX0412014; POX0412011; POX0412008. 
89 NHLE, no. 1368053; Cliffe, Architectural Record, 6; OHC, POX0412016. Extended in 2001: WODC 
online planning docs, W2001/1657. 
90 NHLE, no. 1052787; Cliffe, Architectural Record, 7; Arthur, Over Norton, 252; OHC, POX0412012. 
For Over Norton’s window tax assessments 1785–96, OHC, PAR64/5/F3/1–6. 
91 NHLE, no. 1200580; Cliffe, Architectural Record, 11; OHC, POX0412013. 
92 NHLE, no. 1368052; Cliffe, Architectural Record, 24; Arthur, Over Norton, 279; OHC, POX0412010. 
93 NHLE, no. 1052791; Arthur, Over Norton, 95–6; WODC online planning docs, 18/02940/LBC 
(repairs); OHC, POX0412023. 
94 Above (popn); below, social hist. (since 1800). 
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and probably replacing earlier roadside housing.95 Several three-storey dwellings were also 

inserted into existing terraces during the 19th and early 20th centuries, the red-brick 

dressings of the four cottages adjoining the Old Post Office contrasting strikingly with the 

limestone walling.96 The former school and teacher’s house, built in 1901 by Thomas Burden 

of Chipping Norton, are of coursed limestone with ashlar dressings, prominent stone stacks, 

and a Welsh-slate roof,97 while a small timber-boarded village hall was constructed in 1934, 

following the school’s closure.98 

 

   

 

 

 

 The village’s expansion after the Second World War introduced reconstituted stone, 

brick, and concrete. The earliest council houses (on Quarhill Close, by the local builder Harry 

Bennett) are mostly pebble-dashed and modestly decorated with a narrow dentilled cornice 

beneath the eaves.99 Later council houses are of brick, those completed in 1969 at Cleeves 

Corner (by F.J. Minns & Co. of Oxford) being smaller in size and at a higher density than 

their predecessors.100 Private developments from the 1960s were mostly individually 

designed detached houses and bungalows employing a limited range of styles and 

materials, presumably in an attempt to blend in with the existing housing stock. 

Reconstituted stone was widely used, including at Radbone Hill (where houses feature 

 
95 Cliffe, Architectural Record, 21; Arthur, Over Norton, 125, 297. The name occurs also at Swerford: 
below, Swerford, landscape etc. (built character). 
96 Cliffe, Architectural Record, 18, 21. 
97 Ibid. 32; Oxon. Weekly News, 11 Sept. 1901; OHC, POX0579571; POX0579574; below, social hist. 
(educ.). 
98 Cliffe, Architectural Record, 13; below, social hist. (since 1800). 
99 OHC, RDC9/2/A3/12 (5 Nov. 1946); ibid. POX0195272–3; Cliffe, Architectural Record, 33. 
100 OHC, RDC9/2/A3/25 (4 Feb. 1969); Cliffe, Architectural Record, 31, 34. 

Witts Farm (left) and the Fountain (right). 
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prominent gables and catslide plain-tile roofs), and also at The Penn (a terrace of seven 

bungalows with descending ridge heights on sloping ground).101 More limited infilling 

continued in the early 21st century, as at Saunders (built 2004), whose symmetrical three-

bayed front recalls older buildings such as Home Farm.102 More modest brick-built semi-

detached houses were erected on land next to the new village hall in 2007.103 

 

   

 

 

 

 Farmhouses, outbuildings, and cottages outside the village mostly reflect local 

building traditions. At Choicehill and Hull Farms, 18th-century buildings of coursed limestone 

under tiled or slated roofs have been sympathetically altered and extended,104 while in the 

mid 20th century Sandfields Farm was built of brick, and Elmsfield Farm of reconstituted 

stone.105 High-quality additions included (in 1866) Caroline Colyear Cottages (since 

converted to a single dwelling), its stone-built gables topped with parapets and ball finials. 

Over Norton park’s Slad Lodge features two-storey canted bay windows with tiled hipped 

roofs, while Priory Lodge, built on Banbury Road in 1926, features mock timber-framing.106 

At the Chapel House crossroads the former Midway (now Chapel House) Garage has a 

streamlined appearance typical of the 1930s, single-storeyed with four large glazed 

openings, and with a white-rendered finish. A more functional brick-and-steel warehouse 

selling farm supplies was added at the junction of the Hook Norton and Banbury roads by 

the 1970s.107 One-off architect-designed houses include Spring Hill, built in 2019 by Adrian 

James Architects of Oxford to replace an isolated 1980s dwelling. Curved walls of Cotswold 

 
101 Cliffe, Architectural Record, 4–5, 32. 
102 WODC online planning docs, 04/0143/P/FP; 10/1745/P/FP. 
103 Ibid. 07/0678/P/FP. For the hall, Cliffe, Architectural Record, 32; below, social hist. (since 1800). 
104 NHLE, nos. 1200551; 1368050; Cliffe, Architectural Record, 35, 39; OHC, POX0412000–1. 
105 Cliffe, Architectural Record, 27, 36. 
106 Ibid. 3, 38, 44. Priory Lodge is illust. (2014) at www.geograph.org.uk/photo/5180328 (accessed 
Dec. 2020). 
107 Cliffe, Architectural Record, 40, 47; OS Map 1:2500, SP 3328 (1975 edn). 

Council houses on Quarhill Close (left) and houses on Radbone Hill (right). 
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stone and glass rise to flat roofs at different levels, the whole extending from a hillside and 

overlooking the stream along the Chipping Norton boundary.108 

 
108 Cliffe, Architectural Record, 27; https://adrianjames.com/project/the-bluff/ (accessed Dec. 2020); 
WODC online planning docs, 16/02698/FUL. 


